Drawing Notes:

GOOD PRACTICE

INDEX

A

If more substantial recesses
exist in the alignment of the
highway limit that do not
exceed the dimensions shown
then the number of rows of
modular cube units may be
locally increased to fill these.

BAD PRACTICE
Trim shall not be locally extended
into individual bonding rows of the
modules used to the main footway
surface to avoid cutting these. The
longitudinal line of interface
between the trim and main
footway surface shall remain
uniform

2x rows of modular cube
unit trim as typical
<1.8m

If recesses exceed 1.8m then the trim line
shall track with the highway limit
(remaining at its typical width)
≥1.8m

H

Trim shall not track
boundary if
extended area is
minimal
<1.8m

H

1. All dimensions are in millimetres unless otherwise
stated.
2. Do not scale from this drawing. Use only written
dimensions.
3. All references to Clauses are references to those
from the Southwark Highway Specification unless
otherwise stated.

H

Trim shall not be extended in
large areas requiring greater
than typical trim width
≥1.8m

B

Trim units should continue to
track the highway limit, whilst
maintaining typical width
where possible

C

Where extents consist of a
sloped boundary, trim units
should be rotated to remain
perpendicular to boundary

H

Trim units shall not be kept
in same orientation when
tracking a sloped boundary

Trim units shall not be
used instead of
cut-flag units
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Trim units shall not be stepped to
avoid cutting modules in the main
footway surface
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